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Explore what’s possible
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With NFC and QR-based sign-in options, say hello to a
secure, convenient login and enjoy a personalised user
experience with direct access to your cloud storage.

Turn static lessons into 
immersive learning
experiences with SMART’s 
Tool Explorer technology for 
a participatory learning
journey like no other. Let 
your students write, erase, 
touch, and gesture at
the same time without 
interfering with one 
another’s tool choices for a 
truly collaborative 
experience – only with 
SMART.

Android 13 made 
SMART

Security meets convenience

Blend physical and 
digital worlds

Easier workflows for 
educators, a feature-rich
whiteboard, built-in tools and 
resources, and student device 
integration – all designed to
save you time and offer a 
personalised user
experience.

iQ puts everything teachers 
need to confidently teach at 
their fingertips, regardless of 
their tech comfort level.

Built to evolve around your needs with ease of use, the RX series 
is the only interactive display that offers user-programmable
tools to help you support inclusive classrooms.

Screen Sizes
65” l 75” l 86”
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RX Series

Google EDLA 
certification allows full 
integration and access to a large 
suite of Google services. 
Enterprise level security allows for 
a single-sign on experience using 
a NFC reader. Plus full access to 
the Google Play Store and Google 
apps

Featuring up to 40 
points of touch, and 
Object Awareness to detect pens 
and touch automatically, 
intuitively write, erase, touch and 
gesture at the same time, assisted 
by SMART Ink, and multi-colour 
styluses.

Multi-user touch

With strong camera 
and fully integrated 
microphone array, you’re able to 
move around the classroom, and 
maintain your link to students 
remote from the classroom, 
maintaining full engagement 
through all major video 
conferencing providers. 

Connect multi devices, 
such as desktops, 
laptops, visualisers and easily 
switch between them all on 
demand. With USB-C (15W/65W) 
also available, use one cable to 
give touch, view, and even 
charging the plugged in device.

Plug & Teach

Connect your 
entire class to your board without 
individual logins, plus with added 
touchback support, students can 
interact with the board from their 
device.

SMARTMirror 
Screen Share Utilising Android 13, IQ is an 

all-in-one experience giving 
one-touch access to SMART 
education and third-party 
applications without connecting 
an external computer, including 
the powerful whiteboard, web 
browser and more.

iQ & Android 13

For the Future Remote Lessons

“With our RX going in our classrooms, 
pupil engagement has increased along 
staff confidence in technology, due to the 
versatile and reliable performance of the 
panels. They have been a revelation.”  


